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The plans detail the use of a traffic control person when there is a lane closure set up on the job. With all the bridge work being 
done which requires long term closures, is it really the department's intent to have a 24 hour traffic person when the bridge work 
is being performed. This requirement will add a large amount of cost to the project on a relatively low volume road.

Question Submitted: 10/3/2008

Please see addendum #2.

1Question Number:

Can The Department provide additiona details on bid item 26, "Special- Replacement of Existing Lighting Unit". Can plans with 
existing details be provided to allow for proper bidding, or can an addendum detail (t-base? anchor base? arm length?) the pole 
information? Also does this item include luminaire, pole & bracket cable and connector kits? Last which of the three removals is 
the pole to replace?

Question Submitted: 10/3/2008 2Question Number:

The plan note on page 8 of the plans “Maintenance person for traffic control devises” states that all times when there is less than 
the number of existing lanes, one qualified person must continuously patrol the project.  We have not seen this note in a while, 
and wanted to clarify, since there are two 30 day full time closures (less than the number of existing lanes), and multiple full time 
barrier wall closures at the culvert repairs, does this mean someone will need to be on the job 24 hours a day  7 days a week 
during these full time closures.  Or just on call 24 hours a day, when there is no work going on,  as stated in part 2 of that note.

Question Submitted: 10/6/2008 3Question Number:

There are no Guardrail Standard Drawings listed on page 1 of the project plans.

Question Submitted: 10/6/2008 4Question Number:
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All prospective bidders, subcontractors, suppliers, materialmen and all others who have an interest in these prebid questions and answers are advised 
that these items are being provided for informational purposes only and are not part of the bidding documents.  If a question warrants a clarification, 

the Department will issue an addenda addressing the request for clarification to all plan holders.  If the Department believes that the bidding 
documents adequately address the request, the contractor will be advised accordingly.


